Applying metric space and pivot-based indexing on combined features of bio-images for fast execution of composite queries
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Abstract

Content based recovery of bio images requires index structures, which can retrieve the similar image objects in time proficient way. Conventional Structure/sequence based recovery of bio-images (for example, protein structures) experiences, tedious online similarity check from huge web based databases. The general approach of image feature representations follows vector based portrayal. In present manuscript, visual highlights of 3D protein structures and their content highlights have been implemented in isolated metric space, rather than vector space which advances the similarity recovery. At long last, the Visual highlights and Content based highlights are consolidated in one metric space, through the component results of highlight and substance metric. Results have demonstrated that pivot based ordering/indexing on Combined Index Metric can undoubtedly execute composite content construct queries with respect to bio images in time effective way.
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1. Introduction

Content based multimedia retrieval methods focus on similarity search rather than exact search. In Content Based Image Retrieval, there are two methodologies for recovery from the database, the primary approach manages recovery through explanations that is metadata, which depicts the picture and the second approach utilizes the picture question itself for the seeking reason [1]. The keyword based retrieval faces semantic gap, and in many cases fails to retrieve the relevant information. The second approach of image retrieval stores the visual information of image like color, shape or texture in the database using the feature vectors [2]. Various researchers [3–4, 6–8] used vector space's representation of geometric properties of multimedia object. Searching is done by matching the feature vector of the query image with feature vectors of the image objects stored within the database. Matching determines the similarity, which is done by computing a distance on the feature vectors. Exact match retrieval, is not enough or practical for the areas like image databases, text documents, audio and video collections, or bio images databank, etc. For the better results searching should be based on standard form of closeness, similarity, or dissimilarity between query and the objects in the database. In response to a query, a query response set is formed, this set contains objects that are close to the given query object. Indexing plays an important role in searching algorithm, as they build a data structure to speed up the search. Indexing algorithms performs well in low-dimensional spaces, as higher dimensions based index structures [9–11] on average stop being efficient, when the dimensionality exceeds to twenty. The quality of searching algorithm can be measured on many criteria like: (a) total number of distance computation required during a query, (b) number of required disk accesses and the CPU time used further than (a) or (b). Distance Computations are very costly in the case of complex objects such as 3D images, as the number of computations directly affects the run time cost. An alternative method of modeling such as complex multimedia data is through metric space rather than the vector space so that the run time similarity distance computation is fast. In metric space, the similarity is computed by a positive distance function which provides a concept for the nearness. In the present manuscript similarity distance between the images of proteins, structures are represented via Euclidian Distance based metric space. Metric space based storage facilitates fast searching through the database via pivot based indexing algorithm.

The manuscript is organized as follows. Problem Statement and State of Art has been discussed in second Section 2. Section 3 covers pivot based indexing and searching. Section 5 contains Results and discussion of AESA performance. Finally, the conclusion and future work appear in Section 5.

2. State of art

Advances in research focus methodologies to choose the structures of bio-particles have prompted a huge increase in the sizes of the protein structure databases, for instance, Protein Data Bank (PDB) [12]. In 1992, only 1,000 structures were stored in PDB, whereas in 2002 the number of structures was over 18,000 and in 2017, there are more than 103,514 structures in the PDB. The existing methods of similar protein retrieval from the structural databases are penalized due to lack of fast searching algorithms. Most of the existing methods are based on structural alignment, which won’t be a preferred choice for protein structure search against the large database, since it is computationally expensive to compute their similarities [13]. Tools and web servers such as Clustal series, T
coffee, BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool), FASTA, HMMER, etc. are good at the sequence alignment whereas tools such as MAMMOTH, Dali Lite, CE(Combinatorial extension) etc. are used frequently by the scientist for structural alignment. Although some of these tools are linked and on the request from the user, the data gets transferred from one tool/site to the other for further analysis, but this approach needs improvement for a better and a faster analysis of the structural and the sequential information of proteins at hand. Understanding protein similarity relationships is vital for the Annotation of genome sequences (Andrade et al., 1999; Pearl et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2000; Todd et al., 2001). Proteins having high sequence identity and high structural similarity tend to possess functional similarity and evolutionary relationships, yet examples of proteins deviating from this general relationship of sequence/structure/ function homology are well-recognized. Varied sequence/structure similarity relationships were reported by various researchers. For example, high sequence identity but low structure similarity can occur due to conformational plasticity, mutations, solvent effects, and ligand binding, etc. Most of the present work has focused on the expected similarity relationship where the proteins have significant sequence and structural similarity. Wilson et al., 2000; Chothia and Lesk, 1986; Russell et al., 1997; Levitt and Gerstein, 1998; Wood and Pearson, 1999). Extra effort and funds are currently being invested to improve and speed-up the processing potential of many computer-based tools that reign in the field of structural bioinformatics [5]. In [14], a novel method for extraction of visual features from the PDB files using the intelligent vision algorithm has been implemented. In [15] content based server ‘AMIPRO’ has been implemented using intelligent vision algorithm proposed in [14]. In AMIPRO [15] High Order Autocorrelation (HLAC) features had been used for extraction of visual features from 3D protein images, and protein sequence alignment algorithm was used for calculating content similarity. The present manuscript extends the work done in [15] by applying pivot based indexing on metric of combined features. The proposed Combined Index Metric based indexing can easily retrieve structure and sequence based similar proteins in time efficient manner. A brief description of visual feature extraction of AMI-PRO [15] has been done in 2.1, and in 2.2 basic property of metric space is detailed.

2.1. Visual feature extraction

The size of protein image has been fixed to 128 x 128 pixels using JMOL software [19]. For geometrical feature extraction an intelligent vision algorithm proposed in [16-17] has been deployed. Geometrical Feature Extraction concerns the extraction of features which are invariant under some transformation group acting on pattern [17]. The primitive features for an intelligent vision must be shift Invariant and Additive. The autocorrelation function can easily extract Shift Invariant and additive featured. For extracting function High Order Local Autocorrelation (HLAC) function is used. Each supplied query image is rotated randomly around its three principal viewing axes and multiple-views of 2D images are stored. 2D HLAC (High-Order Local Autocorrelation) features [17] are extracted from the query images. Duplicate configurations are removed, and local mask patterns are reduced to 35. The combined HLAC features produce a 105-dimensional HLAC feature vector. Principal Component Analysis is performed on HLAC feature vector and Eigen value of the feature vector's spaces like Euclidian distance and text similarity and basic similarity values. Let x be a test image and Q be the set of similarity values and \( S \) be the set of similarity values Euclidian distance and text similarity. Let \( q \) be a query image and \( Q \) be a set of similarity values q for which \( d(x, q) \) can be computed (and stored) of the search procedure. Then for every \( s \in S \), we can apply the selection of basic similarity asset values algorithm as follows.

3. Pivot based indexing and searching

Vidal, 1986 introduced Approximating and Eliminating Search Algorithm AESA, which is a pivot-based metric space search algorithm. For two decades (Figueroa et al., 2009), AESA is being considered the fastest NN search methods in metric spaces [16]. The pivots are a subset of objects of the database that are used to speed up the search. Nearest Neighbor (NN) search are based on similarity search, and the measured dissimilarity is interpreted as a distance.

In order to find the Nearest Neighbor AESA applies two iterating steps: at first step a candidate to NN is selected and at second step, the selected candidate is used to discard all those database’s objects which have the greater distance value than the current candidate. Performance of AESA degrades when the data set is large; to overcome this, we have divided the data set into clusters and selection of the appropriate cluster for searching is the first step of our implementation AESA. LAESA [15] the Linear Approximating and Eliminating Search Algorithm was introduced to overcome the data set quadratic size constraint of AESA, but LAESA suffers with additional preprocessing time and linear growth in memory size with the prototype.

3.1. Cluster based implementation of AESA

AESA selects the basic similarity value randomly to and then starts the search for Nearest Neighbor based on computation of lower bound, whereas in our approach at first step the, the distance between the query point and the center of each cluster d (q, c) is calculated and the cluster which have the minimum distance from the query point is selected as base property for NN search.

3.2. Algorithm basic similarity BS - selection

Derive Linear searching strategy is possible using Branch and Bound algorithms. The basic difference is the bounding function reliability based on feature vector like Euclidian distance as elements of the database in the form of two-dimensional arrays. The basic square matrices (n x n) are obtained based on different feature vector's spaces like Euclidian distance and text similarity and so on. Let S be the set of similarity values and BC S the set of Basic Similarity values. Let x be a test image and Q \( \subseteq S \) be a set of similarity values q for which \( d(x, q) \) can be computed (and stored) of the search procedure. Then for every \( s \in S \), we can apply the selection of basic similarity asset values algorithm as follows.

Result obtained: BC | S | B | = m (a set of m Base Similarity values (BSs))

Functions: ed: E X E \( \rightarrow R \); [Euclidian distance function]

Key role players/Variables: A \( \in R | S | \); [Euclidian distance array of accumulator]

b, b; WS; maX IR;

begin

b := any arbitrary image element (S); B := {b'}; A := [0];

While | B | < m do

{
max: = 0; b:=b' 
For every s ∈ S – B do 
ED [b, s] := d (b, s); 
A [s]: = A [s] + ED [b, s]; 
If [A[S] > max] then 
b':=s; 
max :=A [s]; 
End 
End 

The computational complexity of this algorithm is n .m steps 
(each involving one Euclidian distance computation and other 
elementary unit-cost operations), where n=|S| is the number of 
similarity values and m=|B| is the given number of Base Simi-
larity values.

4. Results and discussions

To check the performance metric space model on the real data set 
[14] collected from RCSB PDB a series of experiments was car-
rried out. Our data set is classified into four classes of SCOP data-
base, i.e. Alpha (α), Beta (β), Alpha/Beta (α/β), and Alpha + Beta 
(αβ), so to reduce the search time, instead of searching in the 
whole database the distance of query image with the cluster cen-
ters of each class is measured and the query object is searched into 
the clusters for which the calculated distance was measured to be minimum. The object which has the maximum distance with the 
cluster center has been chosen as the candidate for Base Similari-
ty. Since our main aim is to perform content based retrieval two 
AESA metric structure, one for Visual similarity distance(ED) and 
second for Content based similarities (CD) are created. A com-
bined Index structure is also generated by performing element 
based multiplication of ED and CD.

4.1. Performance analysis of AESA

1) AESA [16] stores a metric of distances between database 
objects. Distance between the all object is computed at the 
time of creation of AESA. The structure of the AESA ma-
trix is n x n, but half of the matrix below the diagonal is 
stored. That is, n (n − 1)/2 distances, because the computed 
distance matrix satisfies the matrix property and the ele-
ments above, and below the diagonal are same.

2) For search operation for range query R (q, r) our implementa-
tion of AESA picks up an object, for example, I1 (Base 
Similarity) which has the maximum distance from the 
cluster center. The exact Euclidian distance between I1 and Q1 
is computed let’s say O. Now this distance will be used for 
pruning objects.

3) Pruning of object I if [d(I, O) − d(q, p)] > r, that is, the lower 
bound in is greater than the query

4) The next pivot is chosen among all non discarded objects up 
to now.

5) The process is stopped when the set of non-discarded ob-
jects is small enough.

6) Lastly, the distance of remaining objects are directly com-
pared with q, and objects with d (q, o) ≤ r are reported.

4.2. Generation of combined index metric space

The metric ED represents the Euclidian Distance based visual 
similarity between all the object of the database. In our case the 
content similarity refers to the sequence based similarity between 
any two proteins, which is always represented in the form of per-
centage like 50%, 80% etc. A metric CD, having the distance be-
tween the sequence similarities on same protein objects as in ED 
is also created. To normalize the CD metric the percentage value 
has been represented on the scale of 1 i.e. 50% similarity will be 
stored - as 0.5 and 80 % similarity will be stored as 0.8. Now to 
perform the content based query like “Which are the proteins that 
are 50% structurally similar and 70% sequentially similar”, com-
bined search on both of distance matrices is required. Since the 
mattices are square matrices element product metrics generation is 
possible. This way of indexing, in turn will reduce the time taken 
separately on two individual element metric indexing. The Oder of 
n X n square metrics in each case of CD and ED will be in the 
range of O (n) 2 i.e. total 2 X O (n) 2 whereas in the product metrics 
the order will remain n 2 thus reducing the time by ½. In general 
for N feature similarity checking the time will reduce to the extent 
of 1/N.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>I2</th>
<th>I3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.1: Euclidian Distance Combined Index Matrix.

The results show that raising the number of dimensions, does not 
affect the average dimensions number of distance metric evalua-
tions done by AESA. Our cluster based implementation had pro-
vided a good Base similarity value as the selected candidate had 
the maximum distance from the rest of the objects. 

It’s very obvious from the performance bar diagram of AESA and 
LAESA shown in Fig. 5, that the no. of distance studied for vari-
ous dimensions is always lower for the lowest one of the LAESA. 
It can be inferred that the distance in case of LAESA, shows a 
considerably higher degree of dependence on the number of di-
ensions. Although, the trend observed in LAESA also depicts an 
increase in distance with increase in the number of dimensions, 
the amount of increase is massive for LAESA as compared to 
AESA.

5. Conclusion and future work

In the present manuscript metric space based representation of 
visual features and content based features of bio images has been 
discussed in context of 3D protein structures. Performance of clus-
ter oriented AESA and LAESA on protein image has been meas-
ured. In Comparison of AESA and LAESA, performance of AE-
SA was better than LAESA. Metric space based representation of 
data involves pre computation of distance between the object, and 
AESA used pivot based method for searching similar object. 
Though AESA algorithm suffers with quadratic space complexity 
O (n 2) and quadratic construction complexity, then also in the 
tradeoff between space and time, we prefer fast searching because 
one online distance computation is much more expensive than one 
scan in metric. Secendly the cluster based implementation has 
reduced the quadratic effect to an extent.
The Combined Index Metric space which is created via element based product metric of feature metric and content metric can retrieve the result easily for the queries which involve feature and content based combined searching. Our future work involves development of better cluster based implementation of AESA so that quadratic space complexity can be minimized without compromising the retrieval speed. We will implement the proposed combined index metric in other image retrieval fields of science and research disciplines including Earth science, materials science, biology, and medicine.
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